
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1473

Zhu Zhide was about to explain, but he was slapped hard on the face

following him.

Snapped!

Zhu Zhide staggered and sat slumped on the spot, feeling that his eyes

were staring at Venus, and he couldn’t recover for a long time.

Seeing this, Zhu Ru and the others’ expressions changed drastically,

almost all of them were scared to cry, staring at Xu Longxiang in

furious horror.

“I’m kidding? Then I’ll let someone kill you now, can I also say it’s a

joke?”

Xu Longxiang coldly snorted. In an instant, all the Longya sergeants

behind him turned their guns together and pointed at the Zhu Zhide

family.

Puff!

Puff!

Zhu Ru and others also slumped to the ground in terror, and said in

tears:

“Old Xu, please spare your life, please spare your life!”

Especially Zhang Kaiming screamed directly at this time:

“Lao Xu, I am not from the Zhu family. Zhu Ru and the others

arranged this matter alone. It has nothing to do with me. I just

accompany them to the release meeting. Let me go!”

He didn’t want to bury Zhu Ru and the others, so at this moment, he

immediately separated the relationship.

“Zhang Kaiming, you…”

Zhu Ru didn’t even think that her boyfriend would be so realistic.

Seeing that the situation was not good, he directly abandoned them.

“What do they do? Who invited them?”

Xu Longxiang said furiously, apparently now extremely dissatisfied

with their family.

Bai Yi sighed and explained:

“Sorry Mr. Xu, they are my aunt and uncle’s family, I invited them to

come.”

what!

Xu Longxiang’s expression changed, and then he became even more

angry:

“As a relative, I even gave you a coffin? This is simply not as good as a

beast!”

“This matter must not be taken lightly!”

boom!

Upon hearing this, Zhu Ru’s family suddenly looked like an ice cellar,

all of them pale, already realizing what their family would end up with.

“In my opinion, just kill it, right?”

Lin Fan said with a smile, that indifferent appearance was as simple as

trampling a group of ants to death.

“Lin Fan, you bastard! You can’t die!”

Zhu Ru flushed with anger, this hateful bastard, what right does he

have to point fingers at this time? ,

“Don’t talk nonsense!”

Bai Yi also gave Lin Fan angrily, she was really afraid that Xu

Longxiang would listen to Lin Fan.

As a result, Xu Longxiang actually nodded:

“Then kill it!”

哢哢哢哢哢哢!

All muzzles are loaded, aiming Zhu Ru’s family!

“No…no! Shao Lin, save us, please save our family!”

Zhu Ru suddenly wailed to Lin Chentao, because she also knew that

only Lin Chentao could save them at this time.

just!

When Lin Chentao heard this, his lungs were exploding!

If he could save people, he would speak at the beginning, how could he

be invisible to the audience?

The reason why he didn’t speak was because he knew he was qualified

to interfere with Xu Longxiang’s decision, but now Zhu Ru pushed

him to the cusp of the storm.

His hatred, now I can’t wait to kill this one!

“Oh?”

Xu Longxiang looked at Lin Chentao with an unkind expression, and

said threateningly:

“Lin Chentao, this matter is still related to you? Why, do you look

down on Lin Zuo? So you deliberately want to humiliate him?”

Lin Chentao shuddered suddenly, and said nervously:

“Old Xu, don’t talk nonsense, I…how dare I humiliate Lin Zuo? I

don’t know this family at all, and I don’t even know what they did!”

Humiliate Lin Zuo?

How can he have such guts?

If the Lin family knew that he did something like that, it would be

strange if he didn’t screw his head off.

Humph!

Xu Longxiang’s eyes dazzled, and he snorted heavily:

“Forgive you for not dare!”

At this time, all the members of the Zhu family were completely

desperate.

Even Lin Chentao doesn’t care about them, so who else can save

them?

Zhu Zhide’s eyes were dark, and he almost passed out on the spot.

Puff!

But at this moment, Shen Yuzhi knelt down to Bai Yi, crying and

begging:

“Bai Yi, it’s my aunt and I have no way to teach her daughters. That’s

what led to the situation like this. What you want to do to us is taken

for granted.

“But I hope you read it because we are a family. Forgive Zhu Ru this

time. If you are angry, come at me!”
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